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Automated Testing Platform 
Unlock the value of CI with scalable testing for web and mobile apps

Leverage Sauce Labs’ on-demand, secure, automated testing platform
• Get instant access to our highly-reliable, scalable, and secure automated testing platform with over 500 

browser/OS/device platform combinations.

• Reduce testing time from hours to minutes by running tests in parallel.

• Eliminate infrastructure set up, maintenance, and headcount with on-demand VMs, simulators, and emulators to 

save money and time.

• Eliminate false positives due to infrastructure issues like unupdated browsers, OS systems, or residual data from 

old tests on VMs.

• Designed with security in mind so that your apps and data cannot be compromised. Use Sauce Connect to get 

behind corporate firewalls. Run tests in the cloud with confidence as Sauce uses pristine VMs, simulators, and 

emulators every time. 

• Optimized for popular CI systems, testing frameworks, and surrounding tools and services

• Easy onramping. Point existing Selenium or Appium scripts to Sauce to get started quickly.

Today, companies feel immense pressure to deliver better software, faster. To manage this process, they are 

embracing new software delivery processes and philosophies. Among these new approaches are Continuous 

Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD), two tried and tested techniques that have proven their value in 

accelerating software production beyond traditional techniques - but they are not always easy to implement.  

In fact, one of the most difficult, time-consuming, and expensive part of CI is setting up a testing platform.  

Sauce Labs solves that problem for developers, QA, and QE teams of all sizes. 

Sauce Labs’ secure, reliable, CI-ready testing platform enables users to run JavaScript unit and functional tests 

written with Selenium and Appium, two popular and well-established open source tools.  Run tests on web and 

mobile apps, including native, hybrid, and mobile web, across more than 500 browsers, OS, device, and platform 

combinations - in parallel - without setting up or maintaining test infrastructure. Whether running automated tests 

for web or mobile apps, JavaScript unit tests, or manual tests, users get test results with screenshots, videos, and 

log files to help developers find bugs faster and release higher quality software more quickly.
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Features + Benefits
The Sauce Labs experience is maximized when used with best Agile practices such as automation, scaling tests, 

running them in parallel, and incorporating continuous integration, delivery, and testing into your builds.  

With Sauce, you get:

The Complete Testing Platform
 

Test native, hybrid, and mobile web apps on over 500 browser, device, OS platform combinations on our highly 

scalable, CI-ready cloud.  Run automated tests to speed up development or manual tests for high quality spot checking. 

Powered by Selenium and Appium 

Selenium is an open source, cross-browser automated 

testing tool. Appium, dubbed ‘Selenium for Mobile’, is an 

open source, cross-platform mobile automated testing tool 

developed by Sauce Labs and a thriving community of de-

velopers. Each enables you to write tests in any language 

or framework.

Scale with Sauce for Speed
 

Spin up browsers and devices in seconds and run tests in 

parallel to increase speed and test coverage. Scale testing 

to isolate defects earlier in the development cycle and 

shorten time to market; save time,  

resources, and money.

Get Results Faster  
After tests are completed, Sauce provides a full report 

of the run with metadata, Appium or Selenium console 

logs, and a complete list of commands  

and responses.

Test Securely in the Cloud  
Data is never exposed to future sessions since tests are 

run in our secure data center and VMs are destroyed 

after each run. Test staged apps behind a firewall with 

Sauce Connect, our secure tunneling technology.

Continuous Awesome
 

Sauce Labs is designed to work with your preferred CI 

system (Travis, Jenkins, CircleCI, Bamboo, TeamCity  

and more to come) to help you maximize your  

testing process while speeding up your  

development cycle. 

Unblock Infrastructure as an Obstacle 
 

Leave the hassle of setting up and maintaining  

a device lab - not to mention the drudgery of keeping  

up with the latest versions of each device - to Sauce.  

Free up developer time to do more things that  

matter - like write code, test, and speed up  

your delivery time.

Pinpoint Issues Easily 

Use visual reporting to understand issues easily. Flip 

through screen- shots taken after each test to diagnose 

errors and verify layout. Or, watch a video recording  

of the whole test from start to finish.

Take Control  
Access a live remote desktop session while running 

tests. Manually take control of the browser or emulator 

(to, say, clear a popup that’s blocking your test), or 

“breakpoint” the test to stop automation and  

diagnose issues.
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